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Abstract

Based on the electrostatic crystal-field model of M. Faucher, in which the induced electric dipoles of ligands are obtained from a set of
self-consistent combined equations and the contributions from far ligands are considered, the crystal-field energy parameters of

31nanocrystalline X –Y SiO :Eu at two sites both with C symmetry are calculated by using related data of its crystal structure and1 2 5 1

physical properties. Moreover, we successfully extend the above model to calculate the transition intensities, therefore giving a computed
simulation of luminescence spectroscopy consistent with the experimental one which we measured before, supporting the model and the
data we adopted here.  1998 Published by Elsevier Science S.A.
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1. Introduction adopted a model calculation based on the self-consistent
electrostatic scheme developed by Faucher [5,6]. In addi-

31Y SiO :Eu was found to be a promising candidate for tion, to decrease the unreasonable values of intensity2 5
2coherent time-domain optical memory applications [1]. We parameters A ( p51,0,21), we introduced decaying–1p

have studied experimentally the photoluminescence prop- shielding factors in our calculation.
31erties of nanocrystalline X –Y SiO :Eu [2]. We present As the results of the calculation, we got the crystal field1 2 5

here an analysis of the experimental results. and intensity parameters, the theoretically simulated spec-
Y SiO is polymorphous and the X and X types tra and wavefunctions which could be used for the2 5 1 2

crystallize in monoclinic space groups P2 /c and B2/b, calculation of other physical properties. Moreover, the1

respectively, depending on the synthesis temperature [3,4]. values of model parameters we adopted are physically
31In either of these two crystals, Eu may occupy two meaningful.

different crystallographic sites. All four sites have the
same C site symmetry but the coordination numbers of1

the two sites of X type are 7 and 9, while they are 6 and 7 2. Model theory1
31for X type. In X –Y SiO :Eu , the luminescent center2 1 2 5

31 31 In Refs. [5,6] the consistent electrostatic model (here-Eu substitutes for Y resulting in two kinds of different
after referred to as CEM) was utilized to calculate theluminescent centers Eu(1) and Eu(2). The low C site1

crystal-field energy parameters of a rare-earth (RE) ionsymmetry makes it impossible to apply a parameter fitting
embedded in a crystal lattice. In this scheme, the crystal-because there are too many parameters. Therefore, we
field parameters can be written as:

A 5 A (P) 1 A (D), (1)kq kq kq

*Corresponding author. where A (P) and A (D) are contributions from point1 kq kqSupported by National Science Foundation of China and by special ¢charge C e and from induced dipoles M of surroundingfoundation for doctorial program of National Education Committee of j j

ions, respectively:China.
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31]] where the values of J(t,l) for Eu used in our calculationC4p j2 k l*]] ]]A (P) 5 2 e O Y (a ,b ), (2) were taken from Ref. [13]. (2) A [DC] is the contributionkq k11 q j j tpœ2k 1 1 Rj j of the dynamic coupling between the central ion and
ligands, where l52,4,6 and t5l11 (in Judd–Ofelt fittingk]] *Y (a ,b )4p q j j theory, this mechanism is included automatically). Assum-¢ ¢]] ]]]A (D) 5 2 e O M ? = , (3)S Dkq j k11œ2k 1 1 Rj ing that the ligands have an isotropic polarizability, wej

have [7–9,14]:
where (R , a , b ) are the spherical coordinates of the jthj j j

]]]]]3 l 3ligand and the summations in Eqs. (2) and (3) are l lA [DC] 5 7S D (l 1 1)(2l 1 1)kr lœtp 0 0 0performed over all the ions surrounding the RE ion.
pMoreover, under a simplified hypothesis of isotropic 3 (21) g(l)(1 2 s(l))

¢¯polarizability a, the induced dipole M of the jth surround- ( l11) 2( l12)j ¯¢d O C (r )R a . (9)t,l11 2p j j jing ion is calculated self-consistently and can be written
j

as:
lWe recognized that a correction should be made for A intp

2¢ ¢¯M 5 a E , (4) the above calculation, especially for the contribution to Aj j j 1p
31of those ligands who are 1 nm or farther from Eu . By¢while the electric field E on ion j is produced by both thej this crude analysis we multiplied the jth term by a factor

point charges and the point dipoles of other ions:
exp((r 2R ) /r ), and took r 51 nm and r as themin j 0 0 min

9C e average bond length of Eu–O. By this we mainly de-1j¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢]] ]E 5O9= 1O9 = M ? = . (5)S D F S DGj j 9 j 9 j 9 j 9 creased the effect of distant ligands, which only correctsR Rjj 9 jj 9 2A significantly and makes it converge quickly. It is1p
From Eqs. (4) and (5), we can get a linear self-consistent reasonable to smooth out the distant interactions since in
system with M (n 51,2,3) as the variables. In a crystal (as fact there are thermal vibrations and defects which havejn

in our case), the ions occupying ‘‘equivalent’’ crystallo- not been considered. Besides, all the ligands contribute an
graphic sites have the same dipoles due to translational electric field E (0)5A /e (where p51,0,21 are thep 1p
invariance. Thus j51,2, . . . , n, where n is the number of index of a vector in spherical base coordination) on the
ions in a primitive cell. When we calculated the summa- central ion. To keep the electric field on the center ion

¢ ¢ ¢tions o9= (C /R ) and o9= = (C /R ), we utilized the zero, the electrons of it are polarized, generating a shield-j 9 j 9 jj 9 j 9 j 9 j 9 jj 9

Ewald method [5–10] by which the summations converge 9ing electric field E (0)52A /e, which will affect thep 1p

fast and accurate results are easier to obtain. f-electrons at inner orbits so that the A in Eq. (8) that the1p
qThe usual effective crystal-field parameters B are: f-electrons ‘‘felt’’ decrease greatly. By a crude fit to thek

relative intensity of spectra, we introduced a multiplierq k q qB 5 A kr l 5 B (P) 1 B (D), (6)k kq k k [12s(1)] to A and chose the shielding factor s(1)50.8,1p
k k which describes a stronger shielding effect for t51 thanwhere kr l are the expectation values of r in one-electron

q for t52 since s(2)50.69.radial wavefunctions and have been given in [11]. B werek
As a comparison, we give the scheme proposed by M.F.corrected by multiplying by two factors: g(k) [5,6] and

k Reid [7–9] (hereafter referred as STM), in which only the[12s(k)] [12], where g(k) is the correction factor for kr l
nearest neighbors of the central ion are taken into accountand s(k) is the shielding factor (Table 1).

l in Eq. (2) for A (P), and the induced dipoles at ligandskqThe intensity parameter A is made up of two partstp
are considered to be affected only by the central ion:[7–9]:

q 2 (k) 2(k14)
l l l ¯A [D] 5 2(21) e C(k 1 1) O a C (u ,f )R ,kq i 2q i i iA 5 A [SC] 1 A [DC]. (7)tp tp tp i

l where C is the charge of the RE ion and i is the index of(1) A [SC] is the contribution of the static couplingtp
ligand.between the central ion and ligands:

We made a program to calculate the parameters and then
2l 1 1l applied M.F. Reid’s program to calculate the energy level]]]A [SC] 5 A J(t,l) (l 5 2,4,6 and t 5 l61),]]tp tp Œ2t 1 1 and intensity, in which the magnetic dipole contribution is

considered in the usual way.(8)

31Table 1 3. Application to X –Y SiO :Eu1 2 5kCorrection coefficients of kr l and shielding parameters

k 2 4 6 Table 2 gives the structural parameters of X –Y SiO1 2 5
s(k) 0.6865 0.1390 0.109 (space group P2 /c). Each primitive cell of this crystal has1
g(k) 1.40 2.0 2.6 32 atoms, whose coordinates can be derived by 6(x, y, z;
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Table 2
Atom position parameter, charge and polarizability of each atom of

31X –Y SiO :Eu1 2 5

a56.790 b59.142 c57.054 b 5107.52
x y z C a

Si 0.2020 0.5876 0.4598 13 0.2
Y(1) 0.52458 0.62451 0.23428 13 0.2
Y(2) 0.11453 0.1460 0.41628 13 0.2
O(1) 0.2032 0.4302 0.6453 21.8 2.0
O(2) 0.1317 0.4587 0.2520 21.8 2.0
O(3) 0.3839 0.6361 0.5059 21.8 2.0
O(4) 0.0941 0.7681 0.4507 21.8 2.0
O(5) 0.3837 0.3782 0.0487 21.8 2.0

Note that the ionic properties of different rare earth elements are almost
the same. Here we take the atom position parameters of X –Gd SiO1 2 5

instead in the absence of that of X –Y SiO . Unit: a,b,c: 0.1 nm, b :1 2 5 Fig. 2. (a) Experimental emission spectrum and (b) theoretical spectrum
angle degree.

of site 1.

x, 1 /22y, z11/2). The physical parameters of each ion
31were ascribed the following values: crystal Y SiO is a Y SiO :Eu at 300 K excited by a 254 nm Hg lamp are2 5 2 5

strongly ionized isolator and so as to keep the primitive composed of five groups of lines (Fig. 1), corresponding to
5 7cell neutral we set C 53.0, C 53.0, and C 521.8, transitions from D to F ( j50, . . . ,4) multiplets of twoSi Y O 0 j

31which is comparable with Refs. [7–9,15] where set C 52 different sites. The evidence of Eu occupying two sitesO
312.0 and C 521.55, respectively. The polarizability of a in Y SiO :Eu is that the two luminescence spectra (Fig.O 2 5

cation is usually smaller than that of an anion by one or 2(a) and Fig. 3(a)) are selectively excited by different lights
two order(s) of magnitude so it is reasonable to set a 5 (579.7 and 577.7 nm) corresponding to the transitionsY

3 7 5
a 50.23(0.1 nm) (or zero, which has no obvious effect F → D for the two sites, respectively. And the lifetimeSi 0 0

3 5on the results), and a 523(0.1 nm) [5,6]. of the D states of site 1 and site 2 are 2.94 and 1.82 ms,O 0

The observed emission spectra of nanocrystalline X – respectively.1
q lBased on the calculated parameters B and A (seek tp

Table 3, where only the three multiplet–multiplet intensity
lparameters V related to A are listed), the luminescencel tp

spectra of Eu(1) or Eu(2) are calculated as shown in Fig.
2(b) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. In the simulation, some
adjustment of some quasifree ion parameters were made to
fit the positions of the main peaks of the experimental

31Fig. 1. Luminescence spectra of X –Y SiO :Eu under UV excitation at Fig. 3. (a) Experimental emission spectrum and (b) theoretical spectrum1 2 5

300 K. of site 2.
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5 7 5 7Table 3 D → F transition is much smaller than that of D → F0 4 0 2
Calculated crystal field parameter for Eu(2), which is opposite to Eu(1). It is just the same in

21 220 2Parameter B(k,q) (cm ), V (10 cm ) the experimental spectrum. Besides, we know the transi-k
5 7

q tion probability of the main peak of D → F is de-B 5B(k,q) Site 1 Site 2 0 2k

termined by V . The calculated V of Eu(2) is bigger than2 2B(2,0) 2108 1481
that of Eu(1). This is compatible with the fact that theB(2,1) 27432i257 4462i14
decay time of Eu(2) (1.82 ms) is shorter than that of Eu(1)B(2,2) 2652i744 2101i671

B(4,0) 2536 1509 (2.84 ms).
B(4,1) 25151i70 4151i729 We also did the same simulation by the STM but failed
B(4,2) 21861i1534 3622i658 qto give reasonable results (especially, the parameters B 2B(4,3) 1341i141 4162i218 2and A even have different signs compared to the ones1pB(4,4) 1781i572 2481i118

obtained in CEM) even though we made adjustments onB(6,0) 2455 239
B(6,1) 262i72. 1332i129 effective charges and polarizabilities.
B(6,2) 782i144 861i108 In conclusion, we carried out a computational simulation
B(6,3) 221i100 151i159 on the peak position and intensity of the luminescence
B(6,4) 23772i135 91i35 31spectra of nanocrystalline X 2Y SiO :Eu , utilizing the1 2 5B(6,5) 392i108 85

CEM and the STM, respectively. We got the followingB(6,6) 21741i117 2162i70
V 0.5 2.3 main results: (1) two sites observed from experiment, site2

V 1.2 2.04 1 and site 2, correspond to Eu in Y(1) (7 coordinations)
V 3.4 6.16 and Y(2) (9 coordinations), respectively. (2) We got

reasonable energy parameters and spectral peak positions
by the CEM. The STM, not including the self-consistent

spectra, as shown in Table 4. It was decided that sites calculation of the important induced dipole and the contri-
Eu(1) and Eu(2) were related to spectra 1 and 2, respec- bution from the distant interaction, failed to give a
tively, and therefore the coordination numbers of the Eu reasonable result. (3) We used CEM to calculate A in thetp

lions of spectra 1 and spectra 2 were equal to 7 and 9, transition intensity parameters A (SC) and got an intensitytp

respectively. This assigment is supported by the following distribution well consistent with observation when the
discussion. decaying–shielding factors were introduced. The STM

Our theoretical results of the Eu(1) site agree quite well scheme also failed here for the same reason as stated
with the experimental results: (1) the calculated relative above. (4) The calculated transition probability of site 2 is
intensity and energy position of each peak belonging to much greater than that of site 1, which is consistent with
5 7D → F transition agrees quite well with experiment, as experimental results. (5) Although there is covalency in0 1,2

31seen in Fig. 2(a,b), (2) the theoretical intensities of the nanocrystalline X –Y SiO :Eu , the electrostatic model1 2 5
5 7D → F transitions agree with the experimental result is effective when the above covalency correction is0 3

qualitatively in that both of them are very weak. Although adopted. (6) In our case of nanocrystalline X –1
5 7 31the calculated intensity distribution of the D → F Y SiO :Eu , nanometric effects affect only energy trans-0 4 2 5

transition is slightly different from the observation, the fer and concentration quenching (see our paper, Refs.
5 7calculated total intensity of the D → F transition almost [2,16]), while energy levels and transition probabilities do0 4

5 7equals that of the D → F transition, which is consistent not seem to be much concerned with nanometric effects.0 2

with the experimental result.
As for the Eu(2) site, we also got reasonable results: the

5 7intensity ratio of the D → F transition to the shortest- References0 0
5 7wavelength transition of D → F is 2 /3 while the0 1

experimental result is 1 /2; the calculated strong peaks of [1] M. Mitsunaga, R. Yano, N. Uesugi, Opt. Lett. 16 (1991) 1890.
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File No. 41-4.the theoretical calculation shows that the intensity of the
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